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Abstract: Nowadays the problem of traffic congestion is known as the main cause of air 
pollution in the cities of the world. Urban traffic engineers and managers have proposed three 
general approaches to dealing with this phenomenon. The first approach expands the capacity of 
the urban traffic network (UTN). This approach cannot be implemented in many urban areas due 
to urban density and traffic volume. Further, implementation of this approach, in addition to its 
high cost, requires an accurate understanding of the dynamic and static properties of UTN for well 
planning. The second approach can be called the traffic assignment. In this approach, through 
software applications or information boards, network managers are informed about the users’ 
status in the network and offer the best route to them. Finally, the third approach involves 
optimizing the capacity of the UTN. This approach tries to control the traffic actuators in order to 
create the maximum capacity for network users. Maximum capacity means that the total amount 
of urban trip times is minimized or the total flow of the network links is maximized. Therefore, it 
can be said that the advanced traffic management systems (ATMS) are based on four main 
sections. These four sections include traffic information, traffic assignment, traffic optimization, 
and traffic prediction. This paper initially presents an overview of these four sections, in the end, 
it proposes a development strategy for the ATMSs. 
Keywords: Advanced traffic management systems, Intelligent traffic systems, traffic 
assignment, traffic optimization, traffic prediction, traffic information, Development strategy 
1-1. Introduction 
The main difference between the phenomenon of traffic and other social phenomena is its 
reverse growing. Simply, with the improvement of social indicators such as security, well-being, 
and economy, urban trips increase thereby developing traffic congestion. With the increasing 
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urbanization and cheaper access to vehicles, traffic congestion is a major recurring problem in 
many large cities. Traffic congestions cost us time, money and health. Also, vehicles in congestion 
condition can burn up to 80% more fuel than those in free traffic, and this leads to more air 
pollution[1]. According to data released in 2010, cars annually emit about 5.53 million Gg carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere, which is 16 percent of the world's total[2]. Motor vehicles also 
produce 72 percent of nitrogen oxide and 52 percent of reactive hydrocarbons in the world[3]. 
These greenhouse gases by trapping heat in the atmosphere, causes worldwide temperatures to rise 
that was 0.71 C in 2017. Warmer global atmosphere affects farming, wildlife, sea levels and natural 
landscapes. Also, the health risks of air pollution are extremely serious. Poor air quality causes 
respiratory diseases, such as asthma and bronchitis, and the risk of developing dangerous illnesses 
such as cancer, are increased, and the health care system faces substantial medicinal costs. 
Suspended particles alone each year are responsible for about 30,000 premature deaths in the 
world[4]. 
On the other hand, the report by transport analytics company Inrix found that drivers in Los 
Angeles spent an average of 102 hours waiting in traffic last year. Moscow followed with 91 hours 
lost to congestion, while London and Paris lost 74 and 69 hours respectively[5]. On average, 
congestion costs in LA is $19.2 billion for the city as a whole. Costs are higher in New York at 
$33.7 billion. This cost for total London vehicle commuters is $12.2 billion and for Berlin is $7.5 
billion. The economic damage of congestion last year in the United States, Germany, and Britain 
totaled US$461 billion. Such costs are rising as the world's population and urbanizes grows[6]. 
These health threats and economic costs of UTN congestions have led engineers to design 
different solutions to deal with them. One of the options for reducing congestion is developing 
transportation infrastructure in proportion to the number of increased vehicles. This method is 
largely infeasible in developing countries where space is a major constraint. The difficulty of 
increasing the capacity of UTN, especially in urban areas, and the continuous growth of urban trips 
in the time unit, have caused the traffic congestion phenomenon to be the main problem of network 
managers. Inability to adding capacity in line with the demand growth has led engineers to try 
other solutions. All of these solutions have two main aims that are decreasing the travel time of 
UTN commuters and use the network capacities with the maximum efficiency[7]. These aims are 
achieved by traffic assignment and traffic optimization. In other words, all solutions can be 
categorized into these two sections. The process of allocating a given set of trip interchanges to a 
specified transportation system is usually referred to as a traffic assignment. On the other hand, 
these sections have a hierarchical effect on each other[8]. This effect necessitates the coordination 
between these two parts. In other words, an accurate development strategy to implement these 
sections should be designed. This process concludes a system that called ATMS. 
Through the deployment of sensing, communications, and data-processing technologies, 
implementation of the ATMS is expected to be more facilitated. Indeed, ATMS seek to reduce 
traffic congestion in UTN by improving the efficiency of utilization of existing infrastructures.  
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This paper is structured as follows: Section two presents different methods of obtaining traffic 
information in manual and automatic sections. Section three deals with the essential parts of traffic 
assignment, presented in three subsections, covering network loading model, trip matrix, and travel 
choice principle. Based on that, the organization of traffic assignment implementation is presented. 
Section four discusses traffic network optimization. It divides UTN into road and freeway 
networks. Then, we try to propose how to optimize these networks with traffic actuators such as 
traffic signal and ramp metering. The steps of applying traffic optimization are expressed at the 
end of this part. Section five proposes different methods of traffic prediction for long and short 
forecasting. Long forecasting is used in traffic assignment, while traffic optimization employs 
short forecasting. Prediction methods are categorized into naive, parametric and nonparametric 
methods. The final section combines these four sections and concludes a development strategy to 
implement the ATMS. 
1-2. Traffic Information 
In recent years, technological developments have enabled collection and transition of real-time 
traffic information, and this, coupled with the increase of traffic trips and congestion, has increased 
the interest in traffic modeling [9]. These information and models are the main bases of ATMSs. 
Currently, a wide range of methods has been proposed to obtain traffic information. According to 
studies, these methods can be divided into manual and automatic approaches. 
1-2-1. Manual 
The most common methods for collecting traffic data are the manual methods. These methods 
can be classified into manual counting and survey. 
1-2-1-1. Manual counting 
A manual count is performed by one person using a counting board to count all vehicles at the 
intersection or selected paths for a predetermined period of time. This method is also used to collect 
data in order to determine the classification of vehicles, the percentage of turning at intersections, 
pedestrian movement, or vehicle occupancy. 
Manual counts use one of these three methods to record data [10]: tally sheets, mechanical 
counting boards, and electronic counting boards. 
Tally Sheets: The data can be recorded with a check sign in a pre-prepared form. A 
chronometer or stopwatch is required to measure the desired time interval. 
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Mechanical Counting Boards: Mechanical counting boards include counters mounted on a 
page which record each line of the road. The common forms of these boards include pedestrian, 
bicycle, vehicle classification, and traffic volume counts. Typical counters are push-buttons with 
three to five registers. Each button is used to count a specific type of vehicle or pedestrian. A 
chronometer or stopwatch is also required to measure the desired time interval. 
Electronic Counting Boards: Electronic counting boards are tools used to collect traffic 
counting data which use the battery. Electronic counts are more compact and easier to use than 
mechanical boards. They are supplied with battery and have an internal clock that automatically 
separates the time intervals of data collection. Also, the data can be uploaded to a computer, which 
saves time and decreases the human errors. 
This method of data collection can be expensive in terms of manpower. However, in cases 
where it is necessary to collect data related to different vehicles classification separately, or when 
the infrastructures of automatic methods are not implemented, these methods should be used [11]. 
1-2-1-2. Survey 
Traditionally, UTN managements use household questionnaires or road surveys to estimate the 
origin-destination matrix (ODM)[12]. The correct estimation of the ODM with respect to the 
collected data requires experience, skill, and proper understanding of the study area. It is also 
important to know the purpose of the study and the detail of modeling methods since the data are 
affected by these properties. Further, many practical considerations including the availability of 
time and money have a great impact on the survey design. 
 Different Types of Surveys 
Household surveys are considered as one of the most reliable methods for obtaining information 
about urban travel patterns. In this method, ideally, the trip information of all individuals in the 
study area must be obtained to determine the pattern of trips. This is not possible due to the need 
for a large number of resources and time. Moreover, this will cause problems in handling large 
data at the modeling stage. Therefore, samples from households are randomly selected and a survey 
is conducted in order to obtain the required data. The sample size is determined based on the 
population size. Typically, for populations under 50,000, at least 10% of houses are required for 
sampling. But, for populations of more than one million, only 1% is needed to achieve the same 
precision [13]. 
In addition to household surveys, other studies are needed to calibrate and validate models or 
actions as complementary. These include origin-destination (O-D) surveys[14], roadside 
interviews [15], and cordon and screen line counts [16]. 
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While travel surveys provide extremely useful data in order to formalize and estimate 
behavioral choice models (e.g. the choice of a destination or mode of transportation), they are 
much less useful for constructing ODM due to an inadequate number of trips in many matrix 
elements. Furthermore, surveys have increasingly been dealing with some issues at the stage of 
creating sample data. Issues such as falling response rates and unreported trips reduce the quality 
of estimated ODM. Therefore, other types of resources are also used to generate the trip matrix, 
such as roadside traffic counts, cordon or screen-line surveys, and public transport surveys. The 
resulting data are then used for improving the quality of ODM, though they do not always contain 
the necessary information. This applies, for example, to road traffic counting, which provides 
traffic volume information at a specific point on a road, not the origin and destination of the trip 
[17]. So, this approach has two main drawbacks [12]: 
 Calculating an ODM from the initial data collection to exploitation of the first results 
can take years and produce only a snapshot of the travel demand; 
 The collected data are limited in both spatial and temporal terms. 
1-2-2. Automatic 
Automatic methods gather data from detectors that sense network conditions. Traffic sensors 
are divided into point and interval detectors. 
1-2-2-1. Point detectors 
These types of detectors are located at fixed points of the street and record traffic information 
at these specific points. These sensors accurately capture the data and are not influenced by 
external factors. They have widely been deployed on the streets, but their installation and 
maintenance are costly and complex. For this reason, in recent years, other solutions such as video 
image detection techniques have been used thanks to their low installation costs and high precision. 
In these methods, video cameras and image processing are used to obtain the number of vehicles 
and speeds at specific points of the road. Their main drawback is that they are usually sensitive to 
external factors, such as weather, and also need periodic maintenance [18]. 
1-2-2-2. Interval detectors 
Interval detectors capture data that enables the direct calculation of travel time between two 
points, as opposed to point detectors that are only able to describe a single point of the road. This 
type of detector can be further divided into two main groups: floating or probe vehicles and 
automatic vehicle identification (AVI) techniques [18]. 
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 Floating Car Data (FCD) or Probe Vehicles 
Floating and probe vehicles are a sample of vehicles circulating in the traffic network and 
providing information about their trajectories. The main difference between them is that floating 
vehicles are specifically employed for data collection purposes, while probe vehicles are passive 
vehicles that travel in the UTN for other reasons. Both of them are generally equipped with cell 
phones and/or Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and every few seconds, they send the position, 
direction, and speed information to the UTN management center. In this method, the vehicle path 
and travel times between its O-D can be achieved easily and reliably [18]. On the other hand, the 
wide deployment of pervasive computing devices (mobile phone, smart cards, GPS devices, digital 
cameras, and so on) has provided unprecedented digital footprints, telling where people are and 
when they are there [12]. In other words, the FCD principle involves collecting real-time traffic 
information by tracking vehicles based on data received from cellular phones or GPS embedded 
in UTN vehicles. This basically suggests that any vehicle equipped with a mobile phone or GPS 
acts as a sensor in the UTN. After collecting and processing data, useful information (such as 
traffic conditions and alternative routes) can be provided to managers and users of the UTN [19]. 
Based on the type of sensor, FCD can be divided into GPS-based and cellular-based 
systems[19]. 
1- GPS-based 
Since GPS data are able to provide useful data with a specific precision, in the mid-1990s, 
researchers began to explore the possibility of obtaining trip data from GPS data. These GPS 
devices still have disturbances such as lack of response to the signals of devices or losing access 
to the GPS signal in the building, underground, tunnel and urban canyons areas [20]. 
Since GPS function is attached to the smartphones, some researchers have also started to use 
smartphones' GPS data to identify personal trip information. They also combine this with a web-
based diary system or a Geographic Information System (GIS) to receive additional and 
confirmation information of transportation modes and trip purposes[21]. Additionally, the assisted 
GPS system, called AGPS, is widely available on smartphones. This technology can receive GPS 
signals inside buildings, vehicles, urban canyons (where tall buildings and other edifices block 
GPS signals). This system has improved and enjoys a highly sensitive receiver. This means that 
more accurate GPS data can be obtained by smartphones[22]. If the technologies of automatically 
deriving personal trip data can also be achieved with higher accurate results, GPS data collection 
through smartphone may become the main method of personal trip data collection in the future 
with lower costs and minimum burden on respondents[20]. 
2- Cellular-based (e.g. CDMA, GSM, UMTS and GPRS networks) 
Mobile phone operators, who, for legal or billing purposes, are obliged to record information 
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about the use of these devices, find themselves with increasingly informative databases. In other 
words, each time a mobile terminal is used for a call or for sending an SMS (Short Message 
Service), the operator records the call features, including the timestamp, the base station's identifier 
too which the user is connected, and quantitative data (call duration, volume of data exchanged) 
[17]. 
Unlike fixed traffic detectors and GPS-based systems, in cellular-based approach no special 
device is required for the vehicles and no specific infrastructure is built around the roads. 
Therefore, it is cheaper than conventional detectors and provides greater coverage potentials. 
Traffic data are obtained continuously instead of isolated point data. It is faster to set up, easier to 
install and needs less maintenance [19]. 
Meanwhile, the mobile phone trace data have also significant drawbacks for transportation 
research [23]: 
 Socio-economic and demographic characteristics are not available due to privacy 
concerns. These features are necessary for the calibration of models at a coherent level, 
in order to discover mechanisms of behavior based on individual/household trips; 
 Mobile phone users may not represent a proper sample of the population. The results 
require careful and correct analysis interpretation; 
 These datasets are not originally designed for modeling purposes and are often not easy 
to use, limiting the usefulness of raw data without preliminary processing; 
 The localization data associated with each log is limited to the position of the base 
station used, which results in a positioning uncertainty ranging from approximately a 
hundred meters in a dense urban zone to several kilometers in rural zones. 
Today, ride-sharing services such as Uber[24] have been attracting a great deal of attention. 
Compared to traditional taxi services, users travel more easily, faster, and cheaply in the UTN. 
Smartphones are a key tool for these ride-on-demand services. Firstly, passengers use mobile 
phones to locate both themselves and drivers in their request for rides. Their locations, behavior 
(e.g., estimating trip fares, finding nearby drivers, creating orders, using particular features, etc.) 
and relevant information are recorded by the service provider. Secondly, drivers have their 
locations uploaded periodically by the on-car mobile GPS devices. In short, the use of mobile 
devices (including mobile phones and GPS devices) enables the tracking of locations and behavior 
of drivers & passengers. It also opens an in-depth study field of such a service from different 
perspectives [25]. 
 Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) 
AVI refers to the technology used to identify a particular vehicle when it passes a particular 
point. Early development of AVI occurred in the United States, beginning with an optical scanning 
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system in the 1960s to identify railroad boxcars [26]. AVI systems can be of various types, such 
as automatic toll collection systems [27], vehicle-mounted transponders of different types and 
roadside beacons [28], video cameras and license plate matching techniques [29], and the more 
recent Bluetooth and WIFI based detection systems [30]–[32]. These devices detect and identify 
vehicles only at the beginning and at the end of the study segment and calculate the travel time 
directly from these data. 
AVI can serve a range of purposes to: charge for road use, suggest routes for drivers, improve 
UTN management, detect stolen vehicles, and monitor fleets of trucks, buses, and taxis [26]. 
Developments in AVI and monitoring technology have opened the possibility for a system of road 
pricing in which charges depend on the time of day, road, and vehicle. This could include possible 
higher charges for travel, for example, during rush hours and on specific congested roads. 
According to neoclassical economics, this would improve the efficiency with which the roads are 
used [26]. 
Interval detectors guarantee high accuracy and quality description of the traffic situation. 
However, there are some practical inconveniences when using them. For example, many interval 
detectors are unable to identify all vehicles on the UTN, and therefore an accurate statement of the 
identified vehicles is an issue that should be considered. The sample size needed for accurate 
representation of traffic is generally quite large and difficult to obtain in real situations, especially 
in the case of probe vehicles [18]. In addition, some interval detectors, such as GPS-equipped 
vehicles, provide irregular intermittent data. Modeling this type of data is more complicated due 
to the uncertainty and lack of the information associated with the irregularity of the sampling. 
Because of this, most travel time models are aimed at regularly spaced data [20]. 
Fig. 1 demonstrates the classification of traffic information. 
Traffic 
Information
Manual
Automatic
Manual Counting
Survay
Point Detector
Interval Detector
FCD
AVI
GPS-Based
Cellular-Based
 
Fig. 1: Methods of obtaining traffic information  
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1-3. Traffic assignment 
The traffic assignment problem seeks to determine flows on links of a given road network under 
certain optimality or equilibrium conditions, where a flow rate is given for OD-pairs of nodes for 
every point considered in time. The departure flow rate for an OD-pair at time t determines the 
amount of flow leaving the origin node to travel to the destination node at time t. When the given 
flow rate for the OD-pairs is constant over a long time, the traffic assignment problem is called 
static, otherwise, it is dynamic[33]. In other words, these models determine the flow on each link 
and capture the interaction between demand and supply. The traffic assignment models are crucial 
for traffic flow and travel time forecasting in long-term transportation planning, as well as in short-
term traffic operation management and control[34]. 
The major aims of traffic assignment procedures are [35]: 
1. Estimating the traffic volume of network links and obtaining the overall network values 
2. Estimating the cost of the trip between the zones 
3. Determining the trip pattern of each O-D pair 
4. Identifying congested links and collecting useful traffic data to design UTN's control 
plan 
With regard to these aims, both static and dynamic traffic assignment can be divided into three 
main components called the network loading model, the trip matrix estimation, and the travel 
choice principle. 
1-3-1. Network loading model 
Also known as the traffic flow component, the network loading model explains how traffic is 
distributed inside the road network, based on which the network performance is determined in 
terms of travel time[36]. Modeling the traffic flow components as a unique mapping of the route 
flows creates a new way of analyzing traffic assignment problems with path-time outcomes. This 
approach has two advantages: first, it ensures the proportionality between link travel time and link 
flow because link travel time is uniquely derived from the link flow. Second, it allows us to 
determine a unique response to the traffic assignment problem directly by simply checking whether 
the unique mapping is continuous or strictly monotonic[37]. 
The network loading model can be divided into two parts: link model and node model. The 
outputs are affected by the types of link and node model in traffic assignment. Based on the level 
of detail in the representation of UTN features, network loading models are typically classified 
into macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic[36]. The following discusses how the optimal 
ODM or node model is obtained. The following traffic behavior can be considered in the link 
model[37]: 
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1. First-in-first-out (FIFO): FIFO on the link level means that users who enter the link earlier 
will leave it first; 
2. Causality: Causality means that the speed and travel time of a vehicle in a link is only 
influenced by the speed of the front vehicles; 
3. Queue spillback: Queue spillback refers to the end of queue spilling backward in the 
network. 
The above traffic behavior governs the properties of traffic assignment formulations such as the 
properties of the route and O-D costs and solution properties (e.g., the existence of solutions). A 
variety of mathematical methods are considered for network loading models such as the dynamic 
maximum flow problem, the earliest arrival flow problem (also known as universal maximum flow 
problem), the quickest flow or the transshipment problem, and a dynamic minimum cost flow 
problem[33]. 
1-3-2. Trip Matrix/Origine-Destination Matrix(ODM) 
Any movement from one point (origin) to another point (destination) of the city which is done 
to perform something (the purpose of the journey) is called "trip". Knowing the magnitude of 
attracted and generated trips from each zone is essential for planning and managing UTNs. In order 
to determine the ODM, initially different geographical regions of the network should be analyzed. 
Each geographical region is defined as a zone and in order to model the graph of traffic network, 
a node is considered for each zone. The graph of the network is constructed via connecting nodes 
with links. Links are models of the routes between every two zones. Trips are generated through 
the displacement of the traffic network users between zones. Choosing the number and size of 
zones requires a balance between the simplicity and the precision of network modeling. This means 
that if a low number of zones are considered, the analysis will be simpler. On the other hand, as 
the number of zones grows, more trips can be extracted. 
Traditional methods for estimating ODM used large-scale sampled surveys such as household 
survey, roadside interview, and license plate method conducted once in every 1-2 decades. 
Nevertheless, these surveys become impossible to conduct due to financial constraints. Also over 
time, the survey data become obsolete to obtain ODM[38]. Consequently, since the late 1970s, 
many models have been proposed and widely applied for estimating/calibrating sampled/old 
matrices using the current data of traffic counts collected on a set of links. The accuracy of this 
estimated matrix depends on the input data errors, the estimation model, and the utilized 
calibration/optimization method[39]. 
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1-3-2-1. Dynamic and Static ODM 
The static ODM estimation does not consider the time-dependent traffic flows and is assumed 
to state steady state during a period of time. The average traffic counts are collected for a longer 
duration to determine the average O-D trips[38]. The dynamic estimates of time dependencies in 
ODMs are a major input to dynamic traffic models used in an ATMS for estimating the current 
traffic state as well as for forecasting its short-term evolution. Travel time forecasting and dynamic 
ODM estimation are two key components of ATIS and ATMS[32]. The main difficulty of dynamic 
ODM estimation and prediction arises from the following characteristics: 
 Underdeterminedness Problem 
Many combinations of demand patterns can result in the same link-flow values; thus, the 
problem of estimating the ODM from traffic counts is typically underdetermined. The set of 
possible solutions usually grows with the size of the UTN, with more routes being available for 
each O-D pair. However, this usually decreases with the addition of information sources [39]. 
 Nonconvexity Problem 
In congested networks, the relationship between the link flows and the ODM causes a high 
nonlinearity over time, mainly because of the spatial and temporal dynamics of queues and delays, 
spillback and rerouting effects, and corresponding changes in the split proportions at the nodes. 
This dependency makes the problem to be highly non-convex[39]. Therefore, the existing dynamic 
O-D estimation models have to be solved as a bi-level program. The procedures available for this 
have limitations which can be summarized in two parts[40]: 
Firstly, because of the nonconvexity mathematical programs of this problem, it is hard to 
formulate it appropriately and solve it effectively. 
Secondly, to model the traffic congestion condition, we may reasonably anticipate the need to 
represent nonlinear spatiotemporal dynamic processes. This means that the dynamic O-D 
prediction models would be more useful if the traffic flow module can represent accurately sudden 
falls in speed and flow with consequent delays which are the main features of congested traffic. 
For predicting the congested traffic, certain reproducible patterns are observed, including where 
bottlenecks are located, when they become activated and what their special features are. Spatio-
temporal traffic features do not change significantly from day to day, such as where the onset of 
queuing was marked by a sudden fall in flow and increase in measured occupancy. Also, the speed 
of the spillback shock determining the onset of queuing is similar among days. 
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1-3-2-2. ODM Estimation Methods 
The methods proposed for modeling the ODM can be broadly assigned into three groups: 
1. Gravity Model 
Initially, the researchers tried to estimate the ODM as a function (like the gravity models) with 
related parameters. Most of the proposed methods and all the applications with real data fall into 
gravity models.  The modeling under this category can be presented with several degrees of 
sophistication, leading us to consider two sub-groups [41]: 
 Gravity models leading to linear equations on the links 
 Gravity models leading to non-linear equations on the links 
Some of the researchers used the Gravity model and some used Gravity-Opportunity (GO) 
based model for ODM estimation. These techniques need trip data between every two zones for 
calibrating the parameters of the demand models. The GO models were found to consume more 
time than the GR model and did not guarantee the reliability of the estimated matrix[42]. 
2. Entropy Maximizing (EM)/Information Minimizing(IM) Approach 
The concept of entropy originated in physics. In a closed physical system, its elements tend to 
form an arrangement which can be organized in as many ways as possible compatible with the 
system constraints (energy, mass, etc.)[43]. This arrangement is the most likely one with the 
greatest "disorder". The idea of entropy is also linked to that of "information". It can be seen 
intuitively that at least the state of the maximum disorder is the one requiring a minimum volume 
of information. The potential information content of a message grows as the sequence of symbols 
departs from a purely random (high disorder) sequence. 
The second group of models could be referred to as EM or IM approaches. These techniques 
are used as model building tools in transportation, urban and regional planning context after 
Wilson [44] introduced the concept of entropy in modeling these systems (systems with large 
numbers of components with apparent disorganized complexity). This approach can be used if we 
want to find the most likely ODM compatible with the available set of link counts, i.e., if we intend 
to "exploit" all the information contained in the observed link flows to determine the most likely 
ODM compatible with them [41]. 
Summary the EM/IM procedure analyzes the available traffic information to obtain a unique 
probability distribution. This method is useful for the under-determinedness problem proposed in 
the previous section. However, unfortunately, IM- and EM-based models have the disadvantage 
of not considering the uncertainties in traffic data and primary matrix, which can be incorrect and 
change the output [38]. Clearly, this is not desirable for a nonconvex problem. 
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3. Equilibrium Approach 
This approach attempts to estimate ODM through a network equilibrium method based on 
Wardrop's first principle. The ODM estimation methods developed for the networks with no 
congestion basically assume that the route choice step is independent of the ODM estimation 
process. This assumption is very useful for simplifying the mathematical analysis, but it is 
somehow far from the real UTN. Therefore, some researchers have considered congestion effects 
in the ODM estimation problem. In other words, the dependence of the link costs, path choices 
and assignment fractions on link flows should not be neglected. Equilibrium assignment 
approaches are particularly adaptable for this nonconvex problem [45]. 
Sang Nguyen has extended some of Robillard's ideas for the equilibrium assignment case, 
which is more relevant to urban areas. Nguyen suggests two methods. The first belongs to the 
cases where traffic information is available for all links. The second method requires only costs 
for all O-D pairs to be known and does not explicitly ask for traffic information at all links. The 
first case is only suitable when obtaining traffic information for all links is possible. This would 
restrict its application to small networks. In addition, the algorithm is likely to be slow for a large 
number of O-D pairs. Nguyen then proposed the second method which reduces the data 
requirements. It is interesting to note that Nguyen has only identified the necessary conditions to 
solve the problem and not the sufficient ones. This suggests that the solutions found with his 
method meet the equilibrium conditions but they will not be normally unique solutions [41]. In 
other words, his method is not appropriate for underdetermines problem. 
1-3-2-3. Optimization Methods for ODM Estimation 
Several models have been presented to calibrate or update ODM from traffic counts for 
networks via parametric estimation techniques. The most usable forms of these methods are: 
1. Bayesian Inference (BI) 
The BI approach considers the target ODM as a prior probability function of the estimated 
ODM. If the observed traffic counts are considered as another source of traffic information, the 
Bayes theorem provides a method for combining two sources of information [46]. 
2. Generalized Least Squares (GLS) 
Among the branches of regression analysis, the GLS estimation method, based on known 
Gauss-Markov theory, plays a fundamental role in many theoretical and practical aspects of the 
statistical inference-based model. The advantage of this method is that no distributional 
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approximations are assumed in the data sets. This allows combining survey data (which is directly 
related to O-D motions) with traffic count data, while the relative accuracy of these data is also 
considered [45]. 
3. Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
The ML approach is one of the oldest and most important methods in estimation theory. The 
ML tries to compute the set of parameters that generate the most frequent observed sample. In the 
ODM estimation, the ML method maximizes the probability of observing the target ODM 
according to the observed traffic counts data to achieve the true trip matrix [47], [48]. 
4. Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter algorithm[49] has been widely proposed to cater for real-time requirements. 
This algorithm solves a least-square problem in an incremental fashion, allowing the solution to 
be updated when additional data are available [50]. 
The estimation process using Kalman filter can be divided into two steps: prediction step and 
correction step. The prediction equations in the Kalman filter use the current state of the system 
and covariance of this time-step based on the past state to obtain a prior estimate. The correction 
equations provide a feedback on the prediction by incorporating a new measurement to update a 
priori estimate and obtain an improved posterior estimate of the process state. Kalman Filter is an 
optimal state estimation process applied to a dynamic system which offers a minimum error 
variance and linear unbiased recursive algorithm. The problem of estimating ODM is formulated 
using the linear map of a state variable to a measurement variable. The applications of Kalman 
filter are limited as it does not estimate the state of a nonlinear and non-Gaussian system [51]. 
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) was proposed to estimate the state of nonlinear dynamic 
systems. The EKF linearizes the estimation of the current mean and covariance by taking partial 
derivatives of the process and measurement functions into account using the Jacobian matrix. The 
process state in the extended Kalman filter is approximated by Gaussian random variable and it 
has been considered analytically through the linearization, which could corrupt the mean and 
covariance of the state estimate. Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) provides a derivative-free 
approach to estimating the state of a nonlinear process. UKF selects a set of points deterministically 
to estimate the mean and covariance of the nonlinear dynamic process [51]. 
5. Particle Filter 
Gordon et al. (1993) proposed particle filter (PF) based on sequential Monte Carlo method, 
which provides an effective solution for nonlinear and non-Gaussian problems. Particle filter also 
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has an advantage over UKF, as the number of sigma points in UKF is based on an algorithm and 
is far smaller than the number of sample points selected in the particle filter. The estimation error 
in the UKF filter does not converge to zero, however, in the particle filter algorithm, the error can 
converge to zero with an increase in the number of sample particles. 
Nevertheless, it needs analysis of a large number of particles, where the optimal numbers of 
particles cannot be determined. This deficiency makes particle filter infeasible for real-time 
applications of complex dynamic systems [51]. 
6. Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms derive a globally optimal solution from iterative processes of testing and 
modifying of a set of solutions. These maintain several good solutions and generate new ones 
according to designated strategies of combining existing solutions and occasionally introducing 
arbitrary modifications. They have been found to lead to global solutions by searching over a wide 
scope [40]. 
Different ODM approaches are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2: ODM determination methods 
1-3-2-4. Organization of a dynamic ODM prediction model 
The proposed dynamic ODM prediction model consists of the dynamic traffic prediction step, 
dynamic traffic flow step, and dynamic ODM estimation step. First, the dynamic traffic prediction 
model estimates the traffic condition and relations of traffic variables (flow, speed, density) which 
would be an outcome of an upon certain ODM. Then, the dynamic traffic model calculates a link 
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distribution proportion at each time interval and proceeds to input data of the dynamic O-D 
estimation model. Finally, the dynamic ODM estimation model estimates link flows based on a 
link distribution proportion at each time interval and estimates dynamic ODM demands to 
minimize the error between the observed and estimated link traffic flows [40]. 
1-3-3. Travel choice principle 
A travel choice principle indicates how the travelers choose their routes, departure times, modes 
and destinations, i.e. it models the propensity of travelers to travel [37]. It is not easy to predict the 
user's route choice. The factors that make the answer difficult are: 
1. The effect of each choice on the next choices 
2. The incidence of unexpected events such as traffic accidents 
3. Random behavior of each network user to route choice 
With regard to these nondeterministic parameters, travel choice models are separated into two 
groups: stochastic and nonstochastic methods. 
In the Wardrop’s first principle, it is assumed that each user has the correct understanding of 
the shortest path. This means that, in addition to knowing the length of paths, users should know 
the decision of other network users about their route. In this model, assumed users cannot change 
their decision. The correct route choice for all drivers results in the equilibrium traffic flow pattern 
in the entire UTN[52]. If for each O-D pair and at each instance time, the actual travel time for 
users who are reaching to their destination at that time is equal or less than that, then it can be said 
that the dynamic traffic flows onto the UTN have reached user equilibrium or dynamic user 
optimal. 
The Wardrop’s first principle cannot model the UTN conditions accurately. This model omits 
random components in modeling the route choice of travelers. Additionally, the extent of demand 
is not deterministic. So because of these two reasons, researchers have used the stochastic approach 
to travel choice modeling. With regard to stochastic methods, routes that have minimum stochastic 
travel times have a greater chance to be chosen. Almost all of these models assume that drivers' 
perception of costs on each given route is not accurate and trips between each O-D pair are divided 
between the routes with the cheapest cost. Proposing an analytical model for these approaches 
depends on the type of random components model. The most general random models are the 
Normal and Gumbel distribution that is used in Probit and Logit travel choice models, respectively. 
Other distributions like Gamma and Log-Normal have also been used in articles [53]. 
Further, travel choice models can be separated into descriptive and normative models. The 
descriptive formulation attempts to capture how the users behave in the face of a set of traffic 
conditions (user optimal). Normative models seek to determine how the system should behave in 
order to optimize some system-wide criteria (system optimal) [54]. For example, static user 
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equilibrium (UE) problem is a descriptive method, while system optimal (SO) problem is a 
normative method. The SO assignment is based on Wardrop's second principle, which states that 
drivers cooperate together to minimize the total travel time of the UTN. This assignment can be 
considered as a model which minimizes congestion when drivers are told which route to use. This 
method tries to optimize the traffic by minimizing the travel costs, thus achieving an optimum 
social equilibrium [55]. The other types of static route choice principle include all-or-nothing 
assignment (AON), incremental assignment, capacity restraint assignment, stochastic user 
equilibrium assignment (SUE), etc. [56]. 
Typically, the travel choice principle of dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) is the dynamic 
extension of the route choice principle of static traffic assignment (STA). The first mathematical 
programming approach to modeling this problem is the Dynamic System Optimal (DSO) method 
derived from Wardrop’s second principle [57]. Their model was formulated as a discrete-time, 
non-linear, non-convex mathematical program, and the corresponding algorithm solved a 
piecewise linear version of it. Congestion was treated explicitly using conventional link 
performance functions. Since the formulation was nonconvex, global minimization was achieved 
through a one-pass Simplex algorithm[58] based on the nonconvex assumption on the cost 
function. Other methods include the Dynamic User-Optimal (DUO) principle extended from 
Wardrop’s first principle[59], the Dynamic Stochastic User Optimal (DSUO) principle extended 
from the stochastic extension of Wardrop’s (1952) first principle[60], etc. These principles assume 
that travelers select their routes and departure times based on their individual actual/marginal 
perception to minimize travel time/cost respectively, while the environmental impacts are typically 
not considered in these principles. The travel choice principle can be formulated as either a 
nonlinear complementarity problem, variational inequality problem, or fixed-point problem[36]. 
Route Choice
Non-Stochastic
Stochastic
UE
DUO
SUE
DSUO
 
Fig. 3: Route Choice Model 
1-3-4. Organization and conclusion of the traffic assignment approach 
With regard to the proposed topics, the steps to implementing the traffic assignment approach 
can be as follows (Fig. 4): 
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1- Using traffic data, user’s travels are determined on the network. 
2- The extent of travel between these points is predicted (flow of links is forecasted). 
3- The ODM of the network is identified. 
4- The routes that users will choose to travel in the network are estimated. 
5- Traffic urban network facilities are set up to improve the level of services to users. 
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Fig. 4: Traffic Assignment Organization 
In summary, in this approach, the UTN engineers estimate areas as the origin/destination. Then, 
they try to identify the routes between different origins/destinations with different statistical 
mathematical methods and offer the best route to the user for the various periods in a day. In 
parallel, they adjust different sections of the UTN (e.g. traffic signals) in order to allow users arrive 
more easily to their destination. 
So network users gain a good understanding of the UTN condition and based on that knowledge 
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they choose their route. The advantage of this approach is that regardless of the subsystems in the 
network, it attempts to optimize the overall network. However, the disadvantage of this approach 
lies in its uncertainty. Due to the high dependence of its algorithms on statistics and probabilities, 
one cannot say that the proposed route is definitely the best route. Also, there is no direct control 
in this approach, and the results are completely dependent on the users' utilization of that. 
1-4. Traffic Optimization 
The growing trend of urbanization and traffic congestion has developed an urgent need to 
operate our transportation systems with maximum efficiency. One of the most cost-effective 
methods for dealing with this problem is UTN control/optimization. The UTN is a dynamic system 
and has an uncertain nature with interdependent subsystems, nonlinearities, and a great number of 
variables including the vehicle flows, vehicle queues, and semaphore phase times [61]. Due to 
these complexities, it is necessary to develop an intelligent and economical solution to improve 
the quality of services for road users. A relatively inexpensive way of alleviating the problem is to 
ensure optimal use of the existing UTN. With regard to network infrastructure, UTN can be divided 
into road networks and freeway networks [62]. 
1-4-1. Road Networks 
The control tools on the road network can be divided into two categories of traffic signals and 
traffic signs (e.g. mandatory signs and prohibitory signs). Traffic signal control (TSC) is 
commonly thought as the most important and effective method for improving the road traffic 
network efficiency [62]. In particular, the traffic signal setting is performed in two successive 
steps: single junction signal setting and network coordination [63]. 
1-4-1-1. Traffic Signal Control 
These systems can optimize traffic flows efficiently through two different tools: signal timing 
and phasing. Signal timing means determining the duration of traffic signal parameters[64]. In 
general, signal timing plans have three important output parameters which are cycle length, splits, 
and offsets [65] (Fig. 5). Each cycle corresponds to one complete rotation through all of the 
indications provided at the intersection. Split refers to the total time allocated to each phase in a 
cycle. The offset is the time lag between the start of green time for successive intersections, which 
is required to ensure a free flow of vehicles with minimum waiting time along with a specific 
direction. Traffic signals control the movement of traffic by adjusting the split of each phase 
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assigned within a total cycle time and by modifying the offset [66]. In signal timing approach, the 
definitions, combinations, and sequencing of stages of the cycle-structures are generated 
automatically (a stage is a group of non-conflicting phases moving simultaneously) [67]. 
In parallel, compatible turning movements can be offered with the same traffic signal 
indications through phasing control. Group-based traffic signal control is the main method of 
phasing control approaches frequently used for traffic signal systems in many European countries. 
In this method, the signal setting plan is defined by determining the starting time and duration of 
the green sign of traffic signals. The main feature of this approach is that the phase sequence is not 
predetermined. In other words, the group-based method dynamically combines compatible turning 
movements into phases [64]. 
According to the literature, the approaches used for signal timing and phasing can be divided 
into three groups: Pre-Timed control, Actuated control (these control methods are also called 
adaptive control or traffic responsive), and Semi-Actuated control [65]. 
1- Pre-Timed control 
The most basic type of traffic signal control is pre-timed control, where traffic signal timing at 
an intersection is predetermined and optimized offline based on historical traffic data [68]. This 
approach has several advantages. Firstly, coordinating the intersections to adjacent junctions is 
simpler, as signal signs are predictable. Secondly, this approach does not require implementing 
any detectors, so this approach is very useful under congestion conditions and when detectors fail. 
Finally, it requires minimal training to set up and maintain. Unfortunately, pre-timed control 
cannot compensate for unplanned fluctuations in traffic flows, and it tends to be inefficient at 
isolated intersections where traffic arrivals are random [69]. 
2- Actuated control 
Actuated control came into practice with the help of sensing technologies. The idea is that any 
traffic control action is made under a certain control strategy according to real-time traffic data 
[62]. These systems have been the most commonly used systems since the early seventies and have 
shown to be a suitable approach to alleviate traffic congestion as opposed to pre-timed control for 
signalized intersections [61]. With the introduction of the advanced computer, control, and 
communication technologies in traffic networks, signal control systems are now able to receive 
more network-related information and respond in a more congestion-adaptive manner. It should 
be noted that by increasing the available information, the complexity of algorithms for designing 
signal timing plans also grows [70]. 
Different methods have been proposed to control the traffic signals of urban networks, including 
those based on the optimal control theory and others on artificial intelligence techniques. Table 1 
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presents some of these methods. 
3- Semi-Actuated control 
Alongside a fully actuated controller, which uses detector information to choose the timings of 
all signal groups, and a pre-timed controller, which uses no detector information, it is also possible 
to have a compromise between these two: the semi-actuated controller [71]. The semi-actuated 
control uses detector only for the minor road at the intersection. Its main advantage is that it can 
be used effectively in a coordinated signal system. Also, compared with pre-timed control, it 
reduces the delay caused by the main road during light traffic periods. Finally, the main road does 
not require detector for scheduling, and therefore its performance is not at risk in case of failure of 
these detectors. Semi-actuated control may also be suitable for isolated intersections with a low-
speed major road and lighter crossroad volume [69]. 
1-4-1-2. Traffic Signal Coordination 
Only by creating the best type of cycle length, split duration, offset, and phase sequence for 
each intersection of the network, one cannot achieve the maximum efficiency of the road traffic 
network. The reason is that the interactions of the intersections on each other have a significant 
effect on traffic network performance. In other words, in the road network, the distance between 
adjacent intersections is usually short enough that their operation affects each other. As the signal 
at the upstream intersection turns green, a platoon of vehicles moves to the intersection. When the 
platoon arrives, if the signal of the corresponding route at the intersection is green, the total delay 
time and vehicles stopping decrease significantly and the intersection efficiency increase. To this 
aim, intersections must be coordinated together. 
Coordinating models can be divided into the tree structure and the cyclic structure. In the tree 
structure, an intersection is considered as a major node, and the other intersections are coordinated 
with it in a hierarchical manner. One-directional and two- directional green wave model are two 
types of the most implemented tree structure intersection coordination. For a green wave, the traffic 
signals over several intersections are coordinated for one main direction, allowing continuous 
traffic flow (without stopping) over these intersections for this main direction. This allows a 
platoon of vehicles to flow through the network with as minimum hindrance as possible [71]. In 
the cyclic structure, based on the density and capacity of each road connected to the intersection, 
each direction has its percentage of priority. Based on these priority percentage and distance of the 
adjacent junction, the cycle length, split duration, and offset are determined (Fig. 5). Some of the 
coordination methods are provided in Table 1. 
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Fig. 5: Traffic Signal Control 
It should be noted that the aim of coordination in congestion and noncongestion manner is 
different. In congestion manner, coordination tries to prevent traffic jam in upstream or 
downstream junction by stopping the vehicle in that direction, while in noncongestion manner, the 
optimization function tries to minimize total delay time by maximizing flows. 
Tab. 1: Different methods of junction control and coordination 
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             1993 [72] 
              1999 [73] 
              1999 [74] 
              2000 [75] 
               2001 [76] 
               2004 [77] 
              2005 [78] 
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              2005 [79] 
              2006 [80] 
             2009 [81] 
              2009 [82] 
             2010 [83] 
              2010 [84] 
              2011 [85] 
               2011 [86] 
               2011 [87] 
               2013 [88] 
              2013 [89] 
                2014 [90] 
              2015 [91] 
               2015 [92] 
               2015 [93] 
              2015 [94] 
              2015 [95] 
               2016 [96] 
              2017 [65] 
               2017 [68] 
16 11 4 21 3 4 3 10 6 10 9 27 Sum 
 
According to the Table 1, it can be concluded that most researchers have used fuzzy logic 
systems, multi-agent systems, and artificial neural networks as the basic methods for controlling 
and optimizing the intersections. In recent years, they have combined other optimizing methods 
with these to determine the intersection parameters (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6: Intersection control methods 
1-4-2. Freeway networks 
Freeway networks had been originally conceived to provide almost unlimited mobility without 
traffic signals interruptions for UTN users. The rapid rise in the demand has resulted in the creation 
of severe congestions, both recurrent (occurring daily during rush hours) and non- recurrent (due 
to accidents). In other words, congestion on freeways develops when too many vehicles try to use 
them without being controlled. When congestion develops, the outflow from the loading area is 
reduced, and the off-ramps and pathways filled with congestion are blocked, which may even lead 
to gridlocks in some cases. Prevention or reduction of traffic congestion on freeway networks may 
significantly improve the infrastructure efficiency in terms of total time spent. To this aim, 
engineers can act in two ways [97]: 
 Decreasing demand by ramp metering (RM) and driver informing 
 Mainstream control by lane control, variable speed limits, congestion warning, etc. 
Using traffic signals, RM decouples platoons into individual vehicles, while variable speed 
limits (VSLs) intend to keep platoons intact [98]. 
Freeway traffic control by means of VSL aims at homogenizing speed (regulating drivers’ 
behavior) and preventing traffic breakdown. Homogenizing speed reduces the speed differences 
between vehicles, which can result in a higher (and safer) traffic flow, thus achieving a better 
utilization of the space, also causing a higher density and flow. In this approach, the speed limits 
are close to but above the critical speed (the speed that results in the maximum flow). The traffic 
breakdown prevention approach focuses more on preventing too high densities, and also tries to 
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keep the speed lower than the critical point. Preventing the shock wave and avoiding postpone 
congestion are two strategies that use this approach [99].  
1-4-2-1. Ramp Meter 
RM is the most direct and efficient way to control freeway traffic. It is defined as a method of 
improving overall freeway operations by limiting, regulating, and timing the entrance of vehicles 
from one or more ramps onto the freeway [100]. Ramp meters are traffic signals that control traffic 
at entrances to freeways. They can be used for two different purposes. Firstly, when traffic is dense, 
in order to keep the density below the critical value, RM can prevent the traffic breakdown by 
adjusting the metering rate. It also encourages drivers to bypass congestion on a freeway using the 
road network. In other words, It discourages them to use the freeway with increasing travel time 
[101]. 
So far, different types of RM have been proposed. Because of their similar operation to that of 
the traffic signal, they can be divided into three groups based on their signaling time model: fixed 
time, pre-timed, and traffic responsive. 
1- Fixed time 
Fixed time metering rates are below the non-metered level. The simplest control policy, brought 
from the traffic signal control, is based on the fixed time metering plans. The idea behind this 
operation is to break up vehicle platoons before entering the freeway. This can be potentially 
beneficial in the reduction of accidents by providing a smooth merging of the mainstream and the 
on-ramp flows. This method is usually implemented only under light traffic congestion as an initial 
operating strategy [102]. 
2- Pre-timed 
One of the pioneer experiments of RM control strategy is pre-timed control. The metering rate 
is determined by analyzing historical volume-capacity conditions during a specific period of time 
for the target ramp. The advantage of this approach lies in its simplicity and implement ability as 
an initial operating strategy until individual ramps can be incorporated into a traffic responsive 
system. The disadvantage of this approach, however, is its lack of response to momentary traffic 
conditions: either change in demands or capacities [103]. 
3- Traffic Responsive 
Traffic-responsive ramp-metering strategies, as opposed to fixed-time strategies, are based on 
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real-time measurements from sensors mounted in the freeway network. After a relevant 
processing, this information is given to the controllers which calculate control decisions based on 
their heuristic or optimal policies. These decisions are then translated into traffic signals and sent 
to the ramp meters. The full setup, among many other hardware and software instruments, contains 
repeaters, access points, transmitters, data collection points, state estimators, and flow predictors 
[102]. 
Two kinds of grouping can be used for classifying traffic-responsive ramp-metering. The first 
is coordination position and the second is coordination aim. Based on the coordination position, 
these ramps can be classified as coordinated with either a local congestion, upstream freeway 
congestion, downstream freeway congestion, or with a connected road network or as a combination 
of these. Based on the desired target, they can be divided into demand/capacity, or its derivative 
called occupancy rate or both of them. In other words, in order to solve freeway congestion, 
engineers should decrease the demand or increase the occupancy or consider both of them in a 
parallel and coordinated manner. Based on these groups, such methods are proposed in Table 2.  
Tab. 2: RM Algorithm 
 Demand/Capacity Density Control Both Demand and Density 
Local Congestion Demand/Capacity 
Control[104] 
Occupancy-rate 
Control[105] 
ALINEA1[106] 
Upstream 
Congestion 
 Bottleneck 
Algorithm[107] 
 
Downstream 
Congestion 
Helper Algorithm[103]   
Upstream Arterial 
Network 
Sperry Algorithm[103]   
Network 
Coordination 
Zone Algorithm[108] ARMS2[109] Compass Algorithm, 
METALINE, HERO[110] 
 
As with traffic junction control algorithms, so far engineers have presented different algorithms 
for modeling and optimizing the mathematical function of traffic-responsive ramp-metering. 
Lyapunov Stability[111], Linear Quadratic Control[112], Fuzzy Logic Algorithm[113], [114], 
Artificial Neural Network[115], [116], Reinforcement learning Algorithm[117], [118] and Genetic 
Algorithm[119], [120] are such methods that are used for traffic-responsive ramp-metering. 
Fig. 7 displays different freeway network control approaches. 
                                                          
1 A Local Feedback Control Law for On-Ramp Metering 
2 Advanced Real-time Metering System 
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Fig. 7: Freeway Network 
1-4-3. Organization and conclusion of traffic optimization approach 
With regard to the proposed topics, the steps to implementing the traffic optimization approach 
can be stated as follows (Fig. 8): 
1- Using traffic data, the user’s demand in each route of an intersection is determined. 
2- The cycle length, split duration, offset and phase sequence are optimized in order to 
maximize the flow through that. 
3- Traffic condition is predicted for the adjacent intersection. 
4- The intersection becomes coordinated to adjacent nodes given the predicted information. 
In summary, in this approach, the UTN engineers first optimize each node individually. They 
then try to coordinate each intersection to other nodes of the network with different computational 
intelligence and control methods, and then determine the best extent of signal timing and phasing 
for the various periods in the day. In parallel, they also send these parameters to the management 
center for traffic assignment applications. 
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Fig. 8: Traffic Optimization Organization 
Direct control and gaining a proper understanding of network details to UTN managers are 
among the benefits of this approach. In this approach, it is assumed that the optimality of the 
subsystems and their coordination with each other will lead to the optimization of the overall 
system. Such an assumption is not true for nonlinear systems, and it is the main disadvantage of 
this method. In other words, due to the different capacities of different network areas and the 
mismatch of their demand to their capacity, some areas of the network are high density, while 
some others are low density. Indeed, optimizing the condition of the high-density areas and low-
density areas separately and coordinating them with each other does not mean that the overall 
network is reaching its optimal status. Further, due to the network's size, lack of the hardware 
potential, and dynamic features of UTN, the whole network cannot be placed under a centralized 
control and then be generally optimized. Note that dividing network into smaller sectors is essential 
for control. So this approach, alone, cannot optimize the overall network. For optimizing the 
overall network, traffic optimization approach must be combined with the traffic assignment 
approach. 
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1-5. Traffic Prediction 
Forecasting traffic flows is an essential requirement for ATMS. This section provides the 
necessary data for traffic assignment and traffic optimization. In other words, ATMS for evaluating 
the condition of UTN in real time collect traffic information, and then by applying traffic 
forecasting techniques, provides the optimal strategy for improving traffic network flows and 
guiding network users. Indeed, traffic forecasting can be used effectively to help network users in 
route choice. It can also be employed in traffic control solutions in order to prevent traffic 
congestions. Variables, whose prediction is used, are: 
1. Flow 
2. Density or occupancy (when the detector is occupied by vehicles) 
3. Travel time on a link or on a route 
4. The average speed of all cars that pass through a given period of time  
The accuracy of prediction is expressed in terms of probabilities. Root mean square error 
(RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are the most commonly used measures. 
RMSE expresses the expected error value in a unit the same as the unit of data, while the MAPE 
expresses the error as a percentage, making it possible to understand the error rate. 
In recent years, various methods have been used to predict the traffic condition. The studies in 
this field can be divided into three main trends: 
1- Naive methods 
2- Parametric methods 
3- Nonparametric methods 
1-5-1. Naive methods 
In these methods, no traffic flow model is considered, so they have little computation and are 
easy to implement. The low accuracy of these methods is their biggest disadvantage. 
1- Instantaneous 
When instantaneous traffic conditions are used to predict traffic, it is assumed that the traffic 
situation will remain constant infinitely. Although this method is very fast and simple, due to the 
lack of traffic condition stability, its accuracy is very poor [121].  
2- Historical Average 
The average of past traffic data generates a historical average of traffic variables. Compared to 
advanced techniques, the historical average is not superior at all [122], [123]. 
3- The combination of the instantaneous and the historical average methods 
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The combination of the instantaneous measurement and the average of past data has been used 
in some papers in various ways for prediction purposes [124]. 
4- Clustering 
The clustering methods separate the same traffic pattern on each day of the week and average 
the traffic variables in each of the patterns individually. Sometimes clustering is also used as a 
preprocessor of information [125], [126]. 
1-5-2. Parametric methods 
The famous model that is presented based on parametric methods is called the Auto-Regressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model. This method is a complete solution for most time 
series issues. In other words, ARIMA is a prediction technique that determines the future values 
of a time series data based on their internal information. For the first time, this method was 
proposed by Box and Jenkin in 1973[127], so in some papers, this method is called Box-Jenkin. 
The main application of this technique is for short-term prediction. This method works best when 
the data have a stable behavior or show a specific time pattern, In order to predict traffic condition, 
this method was used for the first time in 1979 [128]. Since then, the ARIMA model has been used 
as the main method for analyzing the time series traffic data, especially in the area of traffic 
forecasting. 
The first step in using the ARIMA approach is to investigate the data stability. Data stability 
means that their collection remains constant over time. In most economic and commercial data, a 
steady trend is observed in data changes. Stability does not exist in this category of data. On the 
other hand, the data have a steady deviation in their changes over time. Without observing stability 
conditions in the data, the ARIMA method will not respond appropriately. In this case, deriving 
from data is an excellent solution for converting them to stable data. This is done by reducing the 
current measurement from the previous one. If this conversion is applied to the data only once, the 
generated data is named the first-order derivative. This stability will occur in data that grows at an 
almost constant rate. If the data grow at an incremental rate, one can use a similar process and 
derive from the data again. In this case, the generated data are called second-order derivatives 
[129]. 
1-5-3. Nonparametric methods 
In the case of non-parametric models, the most widely used method is the artificial neural 
network (ANN). Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)[130], Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) 
[131], [132], and Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN)[133] are the most common 
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ANN models used to predict short-term traffic flow. Compared to BPNN, RBFNN requires shorter 
training time and provides better performance. 
The goal of all these studies is to obtain more accurate prediction results within a shorter time. 
1-6. Conclusion and Development Strategy 
Based on what has been explained here, traffic assignment must be combined with traffic 
optimization for giving the best service to network users. Also, traffic optimization should be 
mixed with traffic assignment to maximize the overall network efficiency. So ATMS can be 
organized as follows (Fig. 9): 
1- Using traffic information to control traffic nodes. 
2- Determining parameters of nodes (such as cycle length and split duration for signalized 
junctions, and duty cycle for RM) to maximize efficiency. 
3- Predicting traffic conditions for adjacent nodes. 
4- Coordinating nodes together. 
5- Predicting the percentage of network users distributed across the network. 
6- Estimating the flow of network link. 
7- Estimating the network ODM in a hierarchical manner. 
8- Estimating users’ network travel. 
9- Updating traffic information for the next time interval. 
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Fig. 9: ATMS development strategy 
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